
 

                                                 

8m ARC

Take your string from the back of the center

of the goal circle, thru the intersection of the

goal line extended and the goal circle

This gives you the angle you need.  Mark your

line from the intersection out.

8m ARC

Take your string from the  center

of the goal circle line and connect

B & C

A
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12m FAN

Take your string from the  center

of the goal circle line and run from

D to E

D
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Hash Marks

Mark one in the center and then measure

4m in a straight line from F to G.  Do this

for all hash marks except the one on the

goal line extended.  This one should be

measured from the outside of the goal

circle.
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1. Make your Goal Circle – 8.5’ radius.  

 

2. Make your Goal Line – width of the goal cage 

 

3. Make your Goal Line Extended.  These lines run out from the edge of the Goal Circle and 

extend 39’ 4”(12m). 

 

4. 8m ARC- (Step 1) Take your string from the back of the center of the goal circle (A), 

thru the intersection of the goal line extended and the goal circle. This gives you the 45-

degree angle to the Goal Line Extended that you need.  Mark your line from the 

intersection out 28’ 3”. 

 

5. 8m ARC- (Step 2) Take your string from the center of the goal circle line and connect B to C 

(34’ 10”). 

 

6. 12m FAN- Take your string from the center of the goal circle line and run from D to E (47’ 9”). 

 

7. Hash Marks- 1 ft. long and measured 4, 8 and 12 meters respectively from either side of the 

center hash mark, which is measured from the center of and perpendicular to the center of the 

goal line.  The actual measurement from hash to hash (F to G) straight is 13’ 2”. 

 

8. Restraining Line- Solid line 30yds up field from each goal line that extends across the width of 

the field. 

 

9. Center Circle- 30’ radius in the center of the field with a 9’ 11” center line running through the 

center and parallel to the goal lines. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                                    


